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With Xbox

It is always nice to end the review with an interesting image. I took this one for another article that I'm
stirring up but perhaps people would find it interesting to see the keyboard interacting with the XboX in
this review too. Silvery color of the keyboard goes nicely together with the Crystal edition don't you
think?

.:Latest at ModGallery

Conclusion
I was bit surprised that I liked this keyboard so much. I've
always wanted a keyboard that is bit similar to keyboards
found on laptops/notebooks; short travel distance on keys
when pressed and similar overall feel. Now that they have
taken these characteristics and streched the layout to
resemble a regular keyboard, I was sold.
PROS
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I would like to remind you that this same keyboard is also
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Excellent usability
Scissor type keys
Ultra slim
USB/PS2

available without lights if you don't like them. On the
otherhand you can always turn them off by using F10 + Esc
keycombo. For us that have used keyboards for several
years, it is not necessary to look at the keys at the same
time we are typing. In that sense there is no point on
having lights on the keyboard in the first place. But when
you look at the computer peripheral and modding supply
markets these days you'll notice that everything is not
about usability any more. It is ok for a product to look nice
too. Modders have made their setups to look nice for years
and it is only a good thing that manufacturers start to
realize the potential of these "designer" products.

CONS
z -

"Editor's Choice" Award

Keyboards are items that should be bought only after you
have tested it in the store etc. Some people love laptop type
keyboards but other will find the natural line better for
them. When manufacturers broke the mold few years back
and started to produce these different types of keyboards it
has been interesting time to find a perfect keyboard to use.
Perhaps this 6300CL from BTC is the one for you?

Questions or comments? Visit MetkuMods forum.

Additional information

Past related articles in MetkuMods
Mods:
- Animated leds
- Keyboard Spotlight
- Key lights
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